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CORPORATE INDIRECT  
TARIFF GUIDE
What's new?
> Capture sales calls with Mobile Voice Recording
> New 5GEE updates and bundles
> Get next-level mobile security



New sites. New spectrum. 
Better coverage.
We're growing our network every 
day. As part of the BT Group, we're 
investing over £3.5 billion on our 
networks every year, including mobile 
infrastructure. So we can improve 
the service we offer our business 
customers – and they can do the 
same for theirs.

We're the UK's no.1 network. 
It's official.
We have again been named the 
UK’s best overall mobile network by 
RootMetrics. That’s six years in a row. 
Our awards include the top ranking 
for overall network performance and 
data, speed, reliability, calls, and texts.

4G that goes further
We have more than 19,000 masts – 
more than any other UK network. Our 
4GEE coverage reaches 99 per cent 
of the population. So wherever our 
business customers work, they can 
rely on us to keep them connected.

Get more done with 5GEE
No other network offers 5G in more 
places. So our business customers 
can experience unbelievably fast 
speeds. Plus, a more reliable service 
in busy places and an instant 
connection to the content they need. 
Supercharging their productivity. 

Transforming the way 
businesses work
With the power of our network,  
our customers can send large files, 
have conference calls in HD and 
access cloud services in real-time. 
Helping them embrace the future  
of totally mobile working.
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A NETWORK BUILT  
FOR BUSINESS 

We’re rolling out 5G across the UK. Check coverage at ee.co.uk/coverage before buying. Speeds vary by location, coverage and demand. 5G coverage, plan & compatible device 
needed. To verify more places e-mail most.places@ee.co.uk. UK’S NO.1 NETWORK: Rankings based on the RootMetrics® UK RootScore® Report: From 2H 2013 to 1H 2019. Tested 
with best commercially available smartphones on 4 national mobile networks. Your experiences may vary. The RootMetrics award is not an endorsement of EE.  
Visit www.rootmetrics.co.uk for more details. Terms apply.

No.1 for network performance



GET THE BEST 
COVERAGE

WiFi Calling – Chat like normal, even with no signal

We keep our customers connected in even more places. In the rare occasion they 
get patchy signal, they can call and text using WiFi Calling. They don’t even need 
an app. If they have a compatible phone, they can make and take calls just by 
connecting to their nearest WiFi network. Calls will come from their voice minutes 
at no extra charge.

4G Calling: See ee.co.uk/help/phones-and-device/4g-calling for a list of 4G Calling compatible handsets. WiFi Calling: 
Compatible phone and WiFi connection required. EE accepts no responsibility for the quality, availability or coverage of 
WiFi networks and calls made or received over them. All calls or texts are charged as per your EE price plan. WiFi Calling is 
available on devices sourced directly from EE. Speak to your account manager for more information.

4G Calling – More calls, higher quality
We’ve rolled out 4G Calling technology across our network. So customers can make 
crystal-clear voice calls in even more places across the UK. This means they can:

> Browse superfast even on a call
  With 4G Calling, when you make or receive a phone call, you can still use data  

at 4G speeds to browse the web. So if a customer is talking to a colleague  
hands-free while using Google Maps, their turn-by-turn directions won't be 
interrupted or slow down. 

> Easily switch between 4G and WiFi
  Customers can move seamlessly between 4G Calling and WiFi Calling. So they  

can carry on with important business calls while stepping out of their office and 
onto the street without fear of being cut off. Keeping them better connected  
and able to work without disruption.

> Get the most out of our network
  With a phone that supports 4G Calling, they’ll be able to make calls in more 

places. So they can work on the go and never miss out on an opportunity.
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YOUR PLAN FROM EE
One simple plan that offers unlimited UK voice, texts and roaming 
options. Plus flexible 4GEE data and the option to share data with 
any device. 

Simplicity 

>  A single plan for businesses 
to use in the UK and when 
they’re abroad

>  Three simple steps for 
choosing data, calls  
and texts

>  Help choosing the extras 
customers need on top

Flexibility

>  Customers can choose how 
to pay for their data – one 
shared pot or single-user 

>  Easy to add users as your 
customer’s business grows, 
with low incremental cost

Value packed

>  Big data allowances and 
unlimited UK calls on the  
UK’s fastest network

>  Market-leading security 
built into the plan as 
standard

>  Business class service – 
with a dedicated account 
manager, named service 
contact and online tools

4444

Your Plan:  Only available at Acquisition or resign. The Customer is opting out of the EU data  
roaming regulations. No mixing and matching Shared and Single, or between secured and unsecured: 
one choice must be made for the whole account. You cannot mix contracts. Not available to be 
sold with Corporate Share on a separate service plan – Your Plan should be the only service plan 
proposed. Your Plan Inclusive minutes are from within the UK to UK mobile numbers, and to UK 
landlines starting 01/02/03 (excluding Jersey, Guernsey, and the Isle of Man). Out-of-bundle calls will 
be charged at EE’s standard rates. If you don’t select the unlimited voice and text bundle all calls and 
texts will be charged at EE’s standard rates (detailed in the EE PRICE GUIDE FOR LARGE BUSINESS). 
Travel Allowance Bundles you must retain this bundle for the duration for your Minimum Agreement 
Term. Other terms apply, see. ee.co.uk/businessterms for details
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GET NEXT-LEVEL 
MOBILE SECURITY
With more business done on the move, customers need to  
protect their mobile devices and data.

Our Super Secure 4GEE bundles provide peace of mind.  
They’re powered by MobileIron, the market leader in mobile 
device management. So customers can password protect  
files and wipe phones that fall into the wrong hands.

The Starter bundle comes as standard with Your Plan.  
While you can offer Enterprise and Enterprise Plus options 
through the Partner Bridge programme.

For advanced mobile security, Data VPN and Wandera solutions 
are also available through our Partner Bridge programme. 

Starter
This powerful entry-level 
option lets customers:

> Configure email and WiFi

> Protect passwords

> Lock and wipe lost devices

>  Distribute apps across  
all devices

Enterprise
Get all the features of the 
Starter bundle, plus:

>  The choice of hosted or  
on-site solution

> Advanced app security

> Content security

>  Access control features

Enterprise Plus
Get all the features of the 
Enterprise bundle, as well as:

>  The ability to control  
internet access

>  Secure data in business 
applications

>  Complete mobile fleet 
management

Super Secure 4GEE tiers – powered by MobileIron
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Indirect partners must be trained/accredited to sell the On-premise services

MobileIron Bridge: All products have a minimum term of 12 months. Customers must have 
compatible MobileIron Cloud or Core Silver (Enterprise) service. You need professional 
services to implement MobileIron Bridge and we'll bill it as a subscription. 

>  Data Virtual Private Network (VPN) gives 
mobile workers access to their company’s 
applications, intranet and data, no matter 
where they are 

>  Better still, it’s secure and access is  
controlled by the customer

>  Our customer's workforce can feel like they’re 
in the office from anywhere, and rest safe in 
the knowledge that everything is secure

>  Data VPN links customer's corporate network 
to our mobile network via a secure ‘pipe’ that’s 
versatile enough to carry all kinds of traffic, 
including EE voice VPNs

>  We install a router on the customer's premises 
and give them an Access Point Number (APN) 
that’s specific to them, so they can control 
access on site

Customers can get in touch with their  
account manager to tailor-make a solution  
that's right for them.

Work the same in and out of the 
office with Data VPN

The EE Partner Bridge allows you to offer your 
customers more, without worrying about the  
financial commitment or training.

Manage every device  
with MobileIron Bridge
Today, businesses are just as likely to work on their smartphones 
as they are their PCs. But traditional IT management tools don't 
work as well for mobile. For one thing, they assume everyone is 
using the same network all the time.

MobileIron Bridge does the opposite. Rather than treat  
mobiles like PCs, it treats desktops like smartphones.  
It extends Enterprise Mobile Management (EMM) to cover 
desktops running Windows 10 or Mac OS X. So businesses  
have a simple and secure way of managing their entire fleet, 
that's more flexible and costs less.

>    We’ll help you to consult with your customer.  
Our team can assist you in understanding their needs  
and putting together the ideal service package

>    Our highly skilled team takes care of the implementation

>    You own the sale and own the customer

PARTNER BRIDGE 
PROGRAMME



LIMIT THREAT RISKS 
WITH WANDERA
Malware attacks on mobile devices are on the rise.  
But employee behaviour – such as downloading unauthorised 
files or visiting risky sites – can also endanger business data.

Wandera can help customers protect against both. Available 
through the Partner Bridge programme, you can offer either 
Mobile Security or Data Control licences for £4 each or buy  
both for £7. 

Wandera Mobile Security 

>  Detects cyber-threats and vets apps

>  Prevents network attacks

>  Protects user privacy

>  Works with both iOS and Android

Wandera Data Control
>  Filters content

>  Offers real-time usage insights

>  Prevents excessive data usage

> Fully customisable

7777



KEEP EVERY 
CONVERSATION 
SAFE WITH MOBILE 
VOICE RECORDING
From investment banks to call centres, many of our customers who 
make deals over the phone record their sales calls. By accurately 
recording and storing communication, they have evidence of what's 
been agreed. They use this to resolve disputes, better train staff and 
as legal evidence.

Our Mobile Voice Recording system makes this whole process  
easier so that it doesn't disrupt their productivity. They can  
record conversations from any mobile device, with no need  
for special software or a remote recorder. 

SMS Capture

Now, customers can also back-up 
all of their inbound and outbound 
text messages with SMS Capture. 
Available as a free optional extra 
for Mobile Voice Recording, 
customers can access both calls 
and texts anywhere using the 
same web portal.

Service customers  
can trust
Unlike most voice recording 
services, we route calls and SMS 
messages through the network 
with absolutely no impact on 
performance. And we’ve created 
the system in partnership with 
IPC, an established provider of 
call recording services.

What does Mobile Voice 
Recording capture?
>  Inbound and outbound calls 

(national and international) 

> Voicemail (deposit and retrieval)

> Calls with multiple people

>  Roaming calls (inbound and 
outbound)

8888



YOUR PLAN 
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

Your Plan from EE gives customers flexibility. They can choose at account level between a single pot of data  
for each user, or shared data that everyone in their company can use. Both options come with calls, texts, 
roaming and a range of optional add-ons.

Your customers will be able to choose between a number of roaming options, see page 11 for more details.

Choose the data plan that’s right for your customer
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Add unlimited calls and texts to voice usersStep 3

Step 2

Add in extras (MobileIron/Wandera etc)Your Plan extras

Examples

Select number of voice users

Travel Allowance Bundles

Corporate Daily Roamer

Select sharers

Step 1 

Select number of data users Select number of connections to share dataSelect data  
size or users

Customer example:
100 connections. 90 voice users and 10  
data only connections. Corporate daily  
roamer and shared data allowance chosen  
at account level on every connection.

Customer example:
150 connections. All users are voice and  
data users. Corporate daily roamer chosen  
at account level on every connection.

ROUTE 1 – SHARED DATA ROUTE 2 – SINGLE DATA

> 1 Leader
> 149 Sharers
> 150 Unlimited UK calls and texts
>  Individual data allowances can be set  

at the connection level
> 5G bundles available on request

> 1 Leader
> 99 Sharers
> 90 Unlimited UK calls and texts
> Shared data allowance added to the leader
> 5G bundles available on request



All prices exclude VAT of 20%
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YOUR PLAN – CUSTOMER CHOICES

5G Data starter (24 months)

8GB £17.50

16GB £19.50

32GB £25

5G Data and Enterprise Plus  
Security (24 months)

8GB £20.50

16GB £22.50

32GB £28

Starter (Cloud)

2GB £14

4GB £17.50

8GB £19.50

16GB £25

Enterprise (Cloud)

2GB £15

4GB £18.50

8GB £20.50

16GB £26

Enterprise Plus

2GB £17

4GB £20.50

8GB £22.50

16GB £28

Super Secure Enterprise  
Complete (24 months)

2GB £22

4GB £25.50

8GB £27.50

16GB £33

Data bundles come with Super Secure  
Starter (Cloud) built in. Customers just  
select the pot of shared data they  
would like. Starts at £8 per GB.

Price/
month 

Shared 
data

Price/
month

Shared 
data

£160 20GB £640 80GB

£320 40GB £800 100GB

£480 60GB £1600 200GB

Customers can also stack these bundles to 
build up their pot of data. Sharer fee also 
required from £8.

Our Super Secure 4GEE bundles are powered by MobileIron. 

Shared data Single data

> Ability to include any device (smartphone, MBB, tablet)
> Simple unlimited offer for voice
> Ability to share Travel Allowance Bundle across all connections
>  Gives user personal accountability for allowance 
>  Reduces risk of bill shock with price caps
> Larger data bundles are available on request
> 4G included

All about single data

> Starter Security included
>  Ability to include any device  

(smartphone, MBB, tablet)
>  Simple unlimited offer for voice 
>  4G included
>  Ability to share Travel Allowance  

Bundle across all connections  
(only if Corporate Daily Roamer  
is not selected)

All about shared data

Step 1 – Add shared or single data
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Option 1: Corporate Daily Roamer 

Great value and easy to understand. 
Automatically activated with great 
prices in the EU and Zones A and B.

Option 2: Travel Allowance Bundles

Customers can share incredible roaming value 
across their entire team of business travellers.

This includes

>  Unlimited calling whilst in Zone A and  
Zone B to any country

> Easy to understand daily charges 
>  Roam Like At Home compliant – EU usage  

will be taken from customer's allowance
>  Eight key business destinations covered  

for just £4/day 
>  Once the 500MB has been used up, we'll 

automatically apply a second 500MB for  
another £4/£7 before moving to OOB rates

>  5G is available as an add-on – starting  
from £5/day

This includes

>  Roam Like At Home compliant – EU usage  
will not be taken from customer's allowance 

>  Incredible rates in 98% of roaming destinations 
for IDD too

> Traveller data cap of £200 
>  Buffers can be provided to customers, reinforcing  

‘piece of mind’ messaging    
> No other comparable solution in the market today 

Zone A

Unlimited 
talk & text 
& 500MB
£4 a day 
OOB – 

20pm/MB

Zone B

Unlimited 
talk & text 
& 500MB
£7 a day
OOB – 
£1/MB

+ +
Traveller

£1300
for

£1000

ROW

£115
for

£100

+

Daily
allowance

Joint Benefits 
>  Automatic activation (it's always 

there when customers need it)
>  Incredible rates in 98% of 

roaming destinations 
>  Great easy to understand  

daily charges

Europe Zone: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland Inc. the Aland Islands, France, the French Antilles Inc. French Guiana, 
Guadeloupe, Martinique, Saint Barthelemy, Saint Martin,  the French Indian ocean overseas territories Inc. Mayotte and Reunion.  Germany, Gibraltar, Greece, Guernsey, Hungary, 
Iceland, Ireland, Isle of Mann, Italy Inc. the Vatican City , Jersey, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Inc, the 
Azores and Madeira, Romania, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain Inc. the Canary Islands, Sweden and Switzerland.

Zone A: Australia, Canada, China (excludes Macau), Hong Kong, New Zealand, South Africa, Turkey, USA.

Zone B: Albania, Andorra, Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Argentina, Armenia, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Barbados, Brazil, British Virgin Islands, Caicos Islands, Cayman Islands, Chile, 
Costa Rica, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Georgia, Grenada, Haiti, India, Indonesia, Israel, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Macedonia, Madagascar, 
Malaysia, Mexico, Moldova, Montenegro, Nicaragua, Peru, Philippines, Qatar, Russia, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and Grenadines, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, 
Singapore, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and Caicos Islands, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Vietnam. 

ROW: Destinations outside the UK and not listed in the Europe Zone and Traveller Zone.

Pricing correct as of Janaury 2020. Subject to change. 11

ROW

No 
allowance

£1.50/min 
£1/SMS 
£3/MB

Step 2 – Add international roaming



ADD TO YOUR PLAN EXTRAS

£5.005G Enabler and 5GB Data Boost

Your Plan Enterprise 2018

Your Plan Enterprise Plus

Your Plan Enterprise Complete

£1.00

£3.00

£8.00

Your Plan – Individual extra for Shared Data Plans Monthly fee
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> Extras available on Pay When Roaming, Roam Like at Home, and Travel Allowance Bundles.  

£100

£25

£35

£35

£100

£115 Travel Allowance Bundle

4G 20GB Single user

4G 50GB Single user

5G 30GB Single user

£110 of IDD minutes for £100 (shared)

£1300 Travel Allowance Bundle

4G 30GB Single user

5G 20GB Single user

5G 50GB Single user

£1150 of IDD minutes for £1000 (shared)

£1000

£30

£30

£45

£1000

Your Plan – Extra for Shared and Single Plans

Your Plan – Extra for Shared and Single Plans

Your Plan – Extra for Shared and Single Plans

Monthly fee

Monthly fee

Monthly fee
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Shared Extra for Travel Allowance Bundles only

Single User Handset plans

Shared Extras for Corporate Daily Roamer only

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

Contract length (Minimum)

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

Contract length (Minimum)

Contract length (Minimum)

Contract length (Minimum)
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Unlimited Voice & Text with 4GEE 250MB

Unlimited Voice & Text with 4GEE 500MB

Unlimited Voice & Text with 4GEE 1GB

Unlimited Voice & Text with 4GEE 2GB

Unlimited Voice & Text with 4GEE 4GB

SIM Only

12 months

12 months

12 months

12 months

12 months

Contract length (Minimum)

£8.00

£10.00

£12.50

£16.50

£15.00

Monthly fee

SIM ONLY PLANS

Choose from five SIM only plans which all come with UK unlimited minutes and texts and a  
choice of data allowances
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£12.004GEE Mobile Broadband 2GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 4GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 8GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 128GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 32GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 512GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 16GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 256GB

4GEE Mobile Broadband 64GB

£15.50

£20.00

£256.00

£64.00

£1024.00

£30.00

£512.00

£128.00

Mobile Broadband plans Monthly fee

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

24 months

Contract length (Minimum)
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Mobile Broadband




